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Miss Universe is an annual international beauty pageant that is run by the American based Miss Universe
Organization. It airs in more than 190 countries worldwide and seen by more than half a billion people
annually. Along with Miss World, Miss International, and Miss Earth, Miss Universe is one of the Big Four
international beauty pageants. ...
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Answers.com is the place to go to get the answers you need and to ask the questions you want
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Rodimus Prime is a fictional robot superhero character from the Transformers robot superhero franchise. He
was formerly known as Hot Rod and was first seen in The Transformers: The Movie but was reformatted into
Rodimus Prime when he received the Autobot Matrix of Leadership from his mentor, Optimus Prime, the
leader of the Autobots, and assumed the role of the movie's protagonist.
Rodimus - Wikipedia
John Stuart Mill (1806â€“73) was the most influential English language philosopher of the nineteenth century.
He was a naturalist, a utilitarian, and a liberal, whose work explores the consequences of a thoroughgoing
empiricist outlook.
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